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摘   要 





































Nowadays, intangible assets are playing more and more important role in economy. 
To both the nations and the enterprises, the intangible assets have been one of the most 
important drivers, even the main driver, of economic growth. To nations, intangible 
assets such as technologies are important even the main sustainable drivers of long term 
development. To enterprises, technologies, method of management, efficient work team, 
are all important ingredients of competitiveness.  
The last two decades also witnessed a tide of mergers and acquisitions. Intangible 
assets have been one of the main reasons or important content of these transactions. 
Intangible assets have been accounting for a larger and larger part of value of a 
successful enterprise, and in many enterprises, intangible assets have made up the 
majority of market value. 
The importance of intangible assets is magnified by the fact that they are not 
restricted to the high technology sector, but instead are dominant in every well-run 
enterprise. As a result, there has been a rush in creation and transaction of intangible 
assets in recent years.   
Measurement and valuation are key issues concerning intangible assets, in either 
the management or the transactions, for example, when mergers or acquisitions occur, 
or when purchasing or licensing of separable intangibles assets. Without knowing the 
value of the intangible assets concerned, no one can deal with them effectively, let alone 
giving a proper price for transaction. Then, both the creation and the usage of intangible 
would be hampered, and it would be difficult to attract  investments  which are very 
important. 
This paper begins with a discussion of the basic definitions and classifications of 
intangibles, and demonstrates the definition and classification adopted in this paper. 
This discussion is followed by a survey of previous papers on this issue. In the first 
part of the survey, I highlighted attempts to setup new methods and the empirical studies 
due to their importance. Subsequently, comments on the problems that confronting 














domestic papers in this field and emphasized the two empirical studies because they are 
the initiation of this kind in our country. 
Then I deduced and summarized the makeup of value of intangible assets and 
classification of value determinant of it. I summarized sixteen kinds of value 
determinant. And they were classified into the following five categories according to the 
mechanism they determine the value: the revenue, the cost, the risk, term of transaction, 
the external factors. 
Subsequently I summarized seven important economic attributes of intangible 
assets: the cost structure, non-rival and partial excludability, increasing return to scale, 
the information asymmetry, lack of open market, the network effect and positive 
feedback effect, switch cost and lock in. 
Finally, I discussed the problems that confronting the domestic valuation 
profession and the solutions to these problems. 
What’s new is in this paper is the approach I got the value determinants and 
economic attributes. I deduced the value determinants and summarized the economic 
attributes that count. The result of this analysis doesn’t depend on the approach chosen 
in the process of measure and valuation. Thus the application of the conclusion 
wouldn’t be confined to a certain objective such as measurement and valuation. 
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第一章  无形资产概述 
第一章  无形资产概述 
































































第二节  有关概念辨析 
常用的关于无形资产的概念包括：无形资产，智力资本，知识产权等。这些













第一章  无形资产概述 
概念来自英文中的intangible assets、intangible capital、intangible capital、
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《无形资产——管理，计量和呈报》, Baruch Lev 著，王志台等译，北京：中国劳动社会保障出版社，2003，
第 7 页。 













第一章  无形资产概述 
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